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1 Introduction
Authors prepare the manuscript based on this author’s guide. The manuscript is in single column format on A4
(210mm*297mm). The standard paper is from 6 to 10 pages (only even pages). Do not exceed 16 pages. The margins,
the top, the bottom, and the right and left, are 29mm, 28mm, and 20.5mm, respectively. The bold Arial fonts of 14pt for
the paper title, the bold Arial fonts of 12pt for the author names and the section headings, and the proportional Times
New Roman of 10pt for the main text are recommended. The paper title and author name are centered. The space between
lines is 15pt. Special terms should be marked with superscript numerals*4 with a note at the bottom of the page.
We have four categories for paper submission: Paper, Translated Paper, Note, and Translated Note. Please visit the
submission rule for J-STAGE: http://www.jsde.or.jp/japanese/index.html

1.1 Section Headings
Section headings are left justified and requires the blank lines above and below. Sub-section headings are numbered
1.1, 1.2 etc. and requires a blank line above. The author can also use (a) and (b) or (1) and (2) as sub-subsection.

2 Figures and Tables
Figures and tables must be numbered consecutively and require the blank lines above and below. The figure number
and caption are typed below the illustration and centered. The table number and caption are typed above the table and
centered. These are the Arial font of 10pt. The captions in the figure and table are recommended larger than 8pt. The
resolution of the picture is recommended over 600DPI. Note that the figure and table should be embedded in the defined
margin. Figure 1 presents an example. The other examples are shown in Fig.2 and Table 1. Please use Arial for the
citation of the figure and table.
The SI unit is recommended. Use the upright type for the unit and the italic type for the symbol and variables, for
example, 1.78k, 6.01kN, and 1.6*10-6m.
All references should be listed and numbered at the end of the paper. When citing references in the text, type the
corresponding number in square brackets as shown at the end of this sentence [1], [3], and [9]. Avoid using the temporary
Web site and the local language journals.
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Fig. 1

An example of *****

*4 The explanatory footnote should be given consecutive number from the author’s number (*3, etc.).
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An example of *****10)

Fig. 2
Table 1

Experimental results

Length [m]

Vibration [Hz]

Force [N]

Case A

0.114

26.3

1.21*10-2

Case B

0.158

21.6

3.01*10-2

Case C

0.206

19.2

6.22*10-2

3 Equations
The equation requires the indent, the consecutive number, and the blank lines above and below.

a  b sin  c tan 

(1)

subject to

b

d (e  f )
g h

(2)

where b is a ABC parameter [kN]. The fraction such as Eq.(2) is typed as b＝d(e＋f)/(g＋h) in main text.

4 Conclusions
We receive your manuscript (PDF file less than 3 Mbytes), via E-mail: toukou@jsde.or.jp. You can check the review
process through http://www.jsde.or.jp/shuppan/progress.htm.
We may ask the authors the modification of the figure and table layout in some cases.
The Japan Society for Design Engineering (JSDE) are looking forward to receiving your paper.
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